Technology Evaluation
The goal of the Gateway is to be a low latency, high throughput, highly
scalable, stateless proxy for the services that make up our new platform. This
will allow the incremental migration of services from the current system to
smaller, individual services.
Note: In the following paragraphs, if "M", "S", "C" or "W" are used, they
denote the prioritisation.

Principles


Stateless - M



Non-blocking I/O - M



Fault tolerant with failover/retries easily implemented (built in or :
fallback, fail silent, fail fast) - S



No single dependency can take down an entire app - S



Asynchronous processing of requests - M



High concurrency - Semaphores over thread queuing - S

Constraints


Use Ticketmaster well known languages - i.e. Java



Easy to test with automated acceptance tests, i.e. run embedded



Integrate with Splunk



Able to send monitoring statistics to OpenTSDB/Metrilyx



Easy to debug



Easy to unit test

Technology short list
Candidates


Ratpack - 0.9.11



Vertx - 2.1.5



Undertow from JBoss (undertow.io) - 1.1.2Final



Grizzly - 2.3.18



Spring asynch on Spring boot - 1.2.1.RELEASE



Zuul (potentially via Spring Cloud) - 1.0.28

Mandatory requirements
These are the mandatory requirements that must be met for the framework to
go into evaluation. If a technology does not have one of these, it is rejected.

Scoring:


Yes = 1



Partial = 0.5



No = 0

Integration technologies


HTTP connection pooling, asynch HTTP client (asynch client uses zero
copy technique): http://hc.apache.org/index.html



Circuit breaking, failover, fallback, failsilent,
Hystrix: https://github.com/Netflix/Hystrix
o

Note: Hystrix is currently manages its own threadpools and is not
asynch/non-blocking. It will be of version 1.4.0, currently on
RC6. https://github.com/Netflix/Hystrix/pull/218

Accepted for evaluation
1. Ratpack
2. Undertow (in second position over Vertx as highest performance in
benchmarks)
3. Vertx

Rejected for evaluation


Grizzly - abstractions and programming paradigm a bit old school and
not eloquent. Results in messy code. No reactive implementation.



Spring asynch on Spring boot - Not all requirements met. Doesn't fit
with our programming paradigm.



Jersey asynch - Not officially reviewed, however, has same issues with
dynamic, configurable routing as Spring asynch.



Zuul - doesn't meet mandatory requirement of Websocket support.

Evaluation matrix
The evaluation will assess at least three technologies against a number of
criteria.
How to score:


Weighting 0, 5, 10 or 15



Criteria for each framework: 0, 0.5 or 1.0

Performance results


SLA = no more than 50ms slower than downstream server response at
the 99th percentile. e.g. if a downstream service takes 50ms, the
Gateway cannot take longer than 100ms at the 99th percentile.



Test framework: https://github.com/wg/wrk/wiki/Installing-Wrk-onLinux (installed on same machine as app under test)





Hardware: AWS m3.xlarge with 4 cores all in same AWS zone
o

One instance running custom downstream mock service

o

One instance running app under test and wrk

Call: wrk --latency -c 1000 -t 1 -d 50s --timeout
17s http://localhost:8080/ud/wait/15000



1 thread, 1000 connections, looped call for 50 seconds. Calls app under
test which proxies onto a test server that waits 15000ms before
replying. Run a minimum of 3 times before times are recorded and 3
runs recorded.

Results

Conclusion
As can be seen from the above results, Vertx wins out of the three selected
candidates. In fact, both Ratpack and Undertow would fail because they do
not meet our performance criteria of adding no more than 50ms to an
upstream's response as dictated by the standard deviation and the 99th
percentile. Vertx is ridiculously fast and, in fact, in recent benchmarks at
Ticketmaster only beaten by a service written in Go. Vertx 3 is coming out in
two months that has a more reactive style of programming and a far less
opinionated architecture. Redhat supports it and they are recruiting more
developers to work on it. Given its maturity and knowledge of it among the
tech community (c.f. Google Trend for Vertx shows a steady increase since
2007), we are confident Vertx is the right technology for the Gateway. We
must make sure we upgrade as soon as 3.1+ of Vertx is released. We may
even do a very slow roll out of 3.0 to take earlier advantage of the reactive
programming style and better Spring integration via its Apex framework.
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